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ABSTRACT

The ambiguity surrounding “Isla-
mism,” which will clearly have 
a large presence in regional and 

international agendas, arises from the 

groups who are called “Islamists” are in 

“ideology” like liberalism, socialism, or 

of “politics or politicizing,” which has 
been reduced to a certain interpretation 

who see it as “religious manipulation in 

Even if it is not possible to complete-
ly eliminate the confusion, it is possible 

the boundaries of the concept and dif-

intellectual, moral, societal, economic, 
political and inter-state movement that 
is based on Islam as the main reference 
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This article examines Islamism 
in its historical trajectory as well 
as its current standing and likely 
evolution. After pointing out to the 
problems stemming from the lack 
of an agreed-upon de!nition, the 
article presents a de!nition that 
constitutes the basis of analysis. 
It identi!es three generations of 
Islamists and evaluates them by 
using three criteria: the framework 
of reference, political theme-
tendency, and leadership pro!le. 
The article presents a self-criticism of 
the second generation Islamists, of 
which the author is also a member, 
and identi!es areas in which the 
third generation Islamists have faced 
a serious test. The paper then turns 
to discuss the experience of the 
AK Party in Turkey, focusing on the 
debate on whether it is an Islamist 
movement. Next, the article seeks 
to drive an analytical distinction 
between Islamism and theology, 
before concluding the analysis with 
a critical engagement of an ongoing 
debate on whether Islamism is dead.
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point and aims for a “new” conception of the person, society, politics/state and 

words, it is Islam coming to life, following its authority and ideals, with the 
intention of it to be established in every historical and societal condition in the 

l Din -
-
-

rules can transform depending on the 
various problems they are address-
ing, they cannot be changed to serve 
against their purpose, nor can they be 

Religion, reduced merely to faith, 
morals, and worship, is not “the reli-

and is a completely different consid-
eration, which essentially delegiti-

mizes processes and punishments by either canceling them or rendering them 

argue that religion cannot be brought into politics, economic life, inter-state 
relations, societal and public policies within the autonomous borders that they 
draw, or that religion cannot be taken as a reference point for the organization 
of areas of life, including those who want to reform religion, are those whom 

other than to be unworthy; and on judgment day they will face the harshest of 

to label themselves as “Islamist,” but they must regard the relations of religion 

Islamism did not exist before the second half of the 19th

Dar al-Islam

The Ottoman Empire’s military, 
economic, and political 
defeats to the West pushed the 
government elites to go on 
new pursuits and, parallel to 
Westernization, return to the 
main sources of Islam in order 
to reorganize
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-

not a similar, offshoot, or legitimizing framework to the hegemonic rhetoric 

-

is not a time/horizontal ascension as a result of the conditions that created it, 

-

Three Generations of Islamists

st

-

describe these criteria as framework 
of reference, political theme-ten-

the framework of reference for the 

goals of “opening the door to ijtihad” 
and “awakening the spirit of jihad” 

ulama

The political theme and goal 
of !rst-generation Islamist 

intellectuals was “saving the 
state,” in this case the Ottoman 

Empire, which was ideologically 
founded on and legitimized by 

Islam and ruled by the caliphate 
of Muslims
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tradition, and “do ijtihad ijtihad
adopted and the mental and legal foundation for secularism would be integrated 

“awakening the spirit of jihad -

their thinking, the state had weakened, it was not possible to save it by copying 

spokesmen had the ulama
Islamic sciences, Islamic contempla-

These people, who were more or 

Islamic world, were both challenging 
the public sphere like the Umayyad-

ulama, and, distinct from 
ulama

ulama

order to overcome the legitimacy crisis, they gave great importance to the ef-

the Islamists of this time, knowledge, education, social organizations, and the 

this was either wrapped in Islamic colors or added on invented ethical-moral/

The main political theme for second-generation Islamists was to form an “Is-

-

The reference framework for 
second-generation Islamists 
who were on the stage from 
1950 to 2000 was the “modern 
nation-state”
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struggling under oppression and colonialism, started to Islamicize the modern 

at this time were oblivious to Islamic sciences, ignorant of Islamic contempla-
-

ics, and politicians who aimed for a 
modern government” and held pro-
fessions such as scientists, engineers, 
doctors, lawyers, and journalists, and 

The era of the third generation of 
Islamists in Turkey and Iran begins 

-

It is natural, in fact essential, for the Islamist journey to change parallel to 
the historic and societal conditions as long as the reference framework, param-

while staying loyal to its own sources and aim, it means that it is protecting its 

the second generation to the third generation, the Islamists stayed fully loyal to 

In this course, second-generation Islamists, which the author of this article is 
also a member as a witness and an actor, should have determined their following 
weaknesses, had they been able to hold themselves to serious self-criticism so 

-
ond-generation Islamists had wrongfully inherited “enmity towards tradition” 

“the tradition of practices and authentic customs” that had renewed and contin-
ued true to its roots throughout history, and “traditionalism and integrism as its 

bidat of traditional practices, and 

It is natural, in fact essential, 
for the Islamist journey to 

change parallel to the historic 
and societal conditions as long 

as the reference framework, 
parameters, and main ideals 

remain the same
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became extremely politicized in its rhetoric, became a stranger to mysticism 
-

ideological response was not given to 
-

tics was the highest priority, and this 
-

Turkish modernization, Islamic rhet-
oric was generally the monopoly of 
poets, storywriters and other literary 

and poetry on contact and interaction 
-

cially today, the biggest weakness and handicap of Turkish Islamism is that it is 
still in the hands of poets, writers and other literary persons who do not have a 
foundation in Islamic jurisprudence and philosophy instead of hard-core intel-

Islamists, who could not generate a lively debate on these topics, suddenly 
-

This mental weakness is the reason why Islamists became statist, nationalist, 
pro-Reelpolitik

Ijtihad was skipped in favor of a roadmap to the EU 

“jihad
Third, the relationship between the individual and family, Islamic community-

-
-

ing the nature and modern structures of power could not be developed accord-

The biggest weakness and 
handicap of Turkish Islamism 
is that it is still in the hands 
of poets, writers and other 
literary persons who do 
not have a foundation in 
Islamic jurisprudence and 
philosophy instead of hard-core 
intellectuals and scholars
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of a new world, became the employees of the state and the analysts of global 

The Course of Islamism

-
cident that transformed the political thoughts and projects of Islamists in Egypt, 

Those who exaggerate the sectarian differences in the context of modern 
history think as if Iran is in a different galaxy than other Islamic countries and 

-

after the 1979 Islamic revolution, despite it being highly undesirable, Iranian 
Islamism has faced the handicap of 

seems that Islamism, which was the 
inspiration and the reference frame-
work of the revolution, will experi-
ence negative effects of these in the 

vibrancy and claim, the active po-
litical form of Turkish Islamism has 
turned into “conservatism,” and be-
cause it gave in to liberal philosophy 
and the individualization of religious 

-

claim of being the ontological, epistemological, and the moral reference point in 

If Iran evolves towards Shiism, 
Egypt towards Sunnism, 

and Turkey towards secular 
conservatism, and national 

policies and national interest 
calculations shape Iran, Turkey 

and Egypt, these countries 
will drag the region into a new 

process of con#ict
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a socio-political framework, it will become the uniting force and inspiration for 

national interest calculations shape Iran, Turkey and Egypt, these countries will 

In all these countries third-generation Islamists have found themselves fac-

global hegemonic powers the sup-
port that the Islamists seek may com-
pel them to engage with unwanted 
socio-cultural and political-military 

hand there is a cost for Iran, which is 

Islamists look for internal alliances, how much and in what direction will the 
political alliances they establish with the liberal, leftist, and partially nationalist 
intellectuals and powers transform their paradigms, dogmas, societal and politi-

Islamists’ “Religion”, Conservatives’ “Devoutness”

-

that one uses to make up for his spiritual sentiments, excitements, and exuber-
ance, but more so for the guilt of his crimes and sins; the endless show of rituals 

-
ness emerges in the emptiness created by material-concrete life practices that are 

Islamists who take their  
religion seriously and look 
at the world through the 
perspective of Islam owe 
gratitude to the founders and 
theorists of the AK Party
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and turns everything into a show through globalization, and the liberal market, 

focuses on their own “personal, familial, class or national interest” as a “right”, 

succeed distribute plentiful charity and go on pilgrimage every year in order to 

in reality have no authenticity are invented, and rituals which have no basis in 

towards devoutness both replaces “religion” with “devoutness”, and consoles 

consciences, governments, and global capitalism are content because devoutness 
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Women walk past a mosque in Ankara.
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Is the AK Party Islamist?

look at the world through the perspective of Islam owe gratitude to the found-

-
ligion; money and the economy is not related to religion; we will follow the 

theorists stated that they had grounded the framework of their newly chosen 

1 This 
declaration meant the abandonment of the historic and modern Islamic/Islamist 

-

-
mism, and it is a “great sin” against 

not open their schools, interrupts the 
reforms that would dissolve the tute-
lage regime, has brought Turkey to a 

weakening the middle class with its economic policies, and is feeding the lower 
classes with donations that it distributes, is dissolving society and the family, has 
gotten caught up in arrogance, or is stopping television programs with just one 

on the contrary, it is because religion is not taken as a reference and because it is 

by emphasizing religious symbols is the political method of rightist-conserva-

The attempt to take refuge in 
devoutness by emphasizing 
religious symbols is the 
political method of rightist-
conservative-nationalism. This 
has nothing to do with religion 
or Islamism
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2

to conceal this to a certain degree and, if possible, tries to send the single origi-

-

Ömer Lekesiz and tens of other dis-

not names for a museum, they have 
not been the intellectuals of the state, 

The ease of evolving their beliefs 
into “conservative-democracy” for 
old Islamists is their own choice and 

-
forts are to become the government, 
we decided that this will not be achieved through Islamism, we will not take 

being attributed to liberalism and conservatism, while all the negatives are being 

In the chronology of the three generations, there are different types of Is-
Aksiyon

 The topic was por-

-
cording to my own formulation, the Islamic movement which was an important 
characteristic of second-generation Islamism had run its course and from now on 

“The !rst generation’s e%ort to 
save the state” or “the second 

generation’s e%ort to establish 
a state” must leave its place 

to third-generation Islamists’ 
e%orts to try to transform the 

concept of the state in a global 
and societal conjuncture in 

reference to Islam
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try to transform the concept of the state in a global and societal conjuncture in 

Is Islamism a Theology or Ideology?

-
ject of research in Islam, it is not the 

-
gion is put in a completely different 

emerges which does not challenge 

5

-

Islam is not concerned with “theology”, nor with the debates around “reli-

Third-generation Islamists should stay away from “theology”-divinity and 

time and interpret the founding principles and declarations determined through 
-

tionship of Islamists with revelation is, in the light of “legible or illegible rev-
elation,” the effort of searching for solutions to the problems of the society and 

Third-generation Islamists 
should stay away from 
“theology”-divinity and should 
revive the Word of Islam to 
reinterpret this world and 
explain it
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who use their minds through the light of revelation are those who are able to take 

-

6

The fact that the various sects of Islam were at the same time party to a particu-
lar political choice or political idea and group shows the importance of politics 

this declaration of death, it has actually turned into an ideology whose spirit is 

-

ideology from the Islamic perspective, this can only be the opposite, “the idea 

forms of the human ijtihad, commentary, interpretation, and explanation of the 

concepts using the method of laws, the ideological authoritative value of an Is-
ijtihad

-

-
ism” in this ijtihad

a framework and immovable limits 
(Hududullah -

Ijtihad and in-
terpretations do not dissolve the main 

for the postmodern “anything goes” or liberal “personal preference or depend-

It is wrong to con!ne Islamism 
only to “that which is political” 

or “o&cial Islamism”; there is 
also a version of “civilian Islam.”
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Hakaiku’l eshya-i 
sabitetun

These doctrines and systems are ways of challenging the Truth; they are alien to 
-

adigms and methods like historicism, 
hermeneuticsism, or modernism, it is 
natural for there to be a variety of 
different Islamisms in accordance 
with their own actual and authentic 

“vertically” pluralistic in the histori-
cal sense, just like it is “horizontal-
ly” pluralistic, as in pluralistic in the 
contemporary sense, and is open to 

-
wards political government is not the 

-

Defending Islam and Islamists

-
7

sub-versions, theories, and many Islamist groups and movements that defend 

-
tions are trying to do from the work of the scholars of the past who founded 

If some Islamists have 
ideologically entered the 
psychology of defeat like 
the Westerners—such as 
the liberals, leftists, and 
nationalists—this shows 
that they have, like others, 
contracted the disease Ibn 
Haldun describes as “the losers 
copying the victorious”
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by leaning on their own authentic traditions while defending themselves against 

be dealing with the Enlightenment philosophy and the movements that originated 
from it, such as secularism, positivism, materialism, feminism, nationalism, 

with “Maqalat Maqasid” was to defend Islamism against 
-

Islamic faiths and ideas under the form of Islam, or defending against those who 

-

-

This shows us that the undeserved criticism of Islamists being “reactionar-

economic exploitation and invasion, and they will do jihad and defend Dar 
al-Islam

-

enters the light of the authentic revelation and subjects its historic-philosophical 
heritage to new criteria, or it continues its destructive, nihilistic, colonialist 
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to tyranny, injustice, and exploitation, and one that cooperates with the global 
jihad

these, not everything is absolutely black or white; there are gray areas in be-

between monotheism-polytheism, faith-blasphemy, truth-superstition, justice-
tyranny, beauty-ugliness, and morality-degeneration will not disappear from the 

military defeats, extended invasions, colonialism, alienation, and global de-
monization throughout the 19th th

come across traces of intolerance, excommunication, and alienation among the 

and will not be thankful; in that case just remind them, inform them; do not fret 

“In any differences you may have over ideas, creed, politics, and social matters, 

your communication with kind words, advice, and wisdom, your competition in 

These cautions will keep Islamists away from totalitarianism and “oppressive 

-

the face of Islamists black
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-

may change depending on the current 
conditions without deviating from its 
goal, but the different Islamic groups 

do not harm brotherhood, it should 
9

or does not even try to live Islam in 

is farthest from him, one who makes it his cause to protect true Islam from de-
teriorating or descending from life, and one who makes material and spiritual 

Is Islamism Dead?

they will not admit that they are doing this, because if this is revealed it would 

of this method are in every information-producing process related to modern 
states and governments as a modern government would not be possible without 

which challenges the nation-state and collectivism, and socialism, which chal-

-

Global powers who have a 
tight grip on the Islamic world 

through smear campaigns, 
namely the US and Europe, 

alienate Islamist movements 
if they cannot tame them and 

declare them “terrorists”
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economy, a promotion of individual freedoms that destroy moral life, and the 
degradation of religion to personal choice and its limitation by devoutness, to 
feminism, which is the ideology of shrew attacks, and the securing of tolerance 

“Islamism is over” are those who 
-

cently when they saw that they had a 

are the ones who watch the situation 
and bet on the winning horse in each 

is not Reelpolitik or an ideal political 
Islamism that challenges social structures, but that they fail the test of human 
being with wealth and status (jah-u mal 11 Those who previously exploited reli-

Conclusion: Beyond Modernism

Guardian
Wall Street Journal

big philosopher of cyberspace,” said that Islamist movements who take their 
references from Islam “do not call us to a past project; to the contrary, indicate 

accept that Islamism was born in the 19th century “in modern conditions as a 
response to modernism,” Islamism will continue to exist as long as “modern-
ism, postmodernism, and hypermodernism” exist, since this is what its nature 

-

justice, and a high moral life have reacted to polytheism, tyranny, and moral 
degradation, and have informed that in the event that the “Truth” is established, 

-

al Din, not secularism, representing 

Islamism will continue to 
exist as long as “modernism, 
postmodernism, and 
hypermodernism” exist, since 
this is what its nature requires
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the mainstream, and in the authority of universal criteria and judgment over 

mujtahid who are mu-
jaddid
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